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The following text replaces the armor rules for the duration of the playtest. This means armor provides no
damage reduction and instead provides refitable guards. Armor remains rated in the same way, this playtest
only affects the mechanics of armor in combat.

Dexterity Armor and Arcane Armor also will follow these rules. They grant the character 2 guards that can be
refit. They do not stack with normal armor or each other.

Pierce will also follow different rules for the weekend, given that it’s linked directly to armor.

Armor
Armor provides defense to minor damage or durations.  Each level of armor grants an additional guard reaction
ranging from 1 to 5. These guards block any damage 10 or below, or any duration 10 or below from any
qualifier.

● Very light - 1 guard
● Light - 2 guards
● Medium - 3 guards
● Heavy - 4 guards
● Very heavy - 5 guards

All characters start with the ability to wear very light armor and can purchase the ability to use heavier armor in
the defender class.

A character is considered unamored when they run out of guards granted by this armor. These guards cannot
be combined with any other skills, items, etc. The guards provided cannot be increased above the numbers
listed here.

Refitting Armor
Refitting is the term for restoring the guard reactions the armor provides. Any character can refit their own
armor or the armor of another character, returning any expended guards the armor provides. Refitting armor
requires a character to spend 60 seconds sitting down, kneeling, or otherwise being stationary while
roleplaying the readjustment of their clothing and armor. Refitting the armor of another character is a touch
effect, so remember to ask if that player accepts the touch effect and respect their right not to be touched.



Effects

Pierce
<Numeric><Qualifier> Pierce
offensive
Pierce is a damage effect that bypasses any kind of damage reduction. Additionally, characters cannot use a
guard reaction to pierce effects.


